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Valuing a social sciences film more 
than 40 years after it was made

• Lifetime of social sciences films: formats and 
diffusion

Commentaires du présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Lifetime of social sciences films is an important issue we don’t necessarily think about when we make and release them.�This question doesn’t only concern previous films as formats are also essential these days. When we make a film, we issue it in contemporary format. However, these formats will change as they always do. Do we want our film to be part of sociology or do we make them only for now? Are we dependent of subventions to do it or can we do it ourselves?Since video started to be used in the late 70's, formats have never stopped changing. As far as film is concerned, conservation issues are crucial.Here is a quick overlook on film saving contemporary issues.Films made until 1951 were very flammable (cellulose nitrate film). In the early 50's, these films were replaced by "security film" made in cellulose acetate film for security reasons.Security films were largely used by social scientists who made movies.However, years later, it has been found that these films suffered from "vinegar syndrome". This is a molecular degradation of the film which quickly makes it unusable. Low temperatures film preservation increases the effects of vinegar syndrome, whereas normal room temperatures preservation causes colour fading as we can see in the film I will talk aboutThe same conservation problem exists with analogic video and digital videos. Tape may be no more readable, as well as digital files. In these cases, no image of the film may be readable as one messed image stops the reading.Another issue is the format compatible machine. There are as many viewing machines as formats. If a film is not saved on contemporary formats along years it becomes lost, maybe for ever if there are no important funding to save it.Let’s not forget that before video was used, copies were scarce



Valuing a social sciences film more 
than 40 years after it was made

• Lifetime of social sciences films: formats and 
diffusion

• Print durability versus film lifetime
• First sociologists who defended film use saw in 

it a way to document social change. 
What happened in between?

• Sociological amnesia

Commentaires du présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Today, we globally use “publication” for papers. However, this word comes from late latin and means “unveil, make public”. This question is directly linked to filmic sociology realization. Since Gutenberg, multiple print formats drastically changed diffusion and we can still read old books or, today, articles written years ago which are still accurate. It naturally worked for text but also for photos as first images in any format were unique. We are totally facing this question if we want to have corpuses of filmic sociology realization, have films academically considered as publications. Today we have Internet and gain more and more access to films every year, so our film can be largely accessible. However, let’s not forget that these films are very compressed and that we must keep good quality copies to archive them and keep them in the latest available format. Ferdinand Tönnies (Tönnies 1928) and, in France, Marcel Mauss (Mauss 1934), Pierre Naville (Naville 1966), pleaded for sociology films to be made. They were convinced that films could bring new knowledge to sociology. However, as no movement durably emerged, we have no global idea who made sociological films, when, where they are. Researchers as Sorokin (Sorokin 1956), Merton (Merton 1965) or  Gans (Gans 1992) wrote about the non-cumulative dimension of sociology. Gans showed how for multiple reasons, sociologists mentioned in publications are either recent or theorists widely known. Gans writes “Today, as surely in the past as well, the amnesia hypothesis is regularly discussed, often in personal terms, whenever older sociologists meet, and tell each other that young colleagues are reporting findings they had reported in the past. Professional pride, and perhaps also the fear that they would be stigmatized for their age, has discouraged older sociologists from publicly voicing their dissatisfaction.”These last years filmic sociology has emerged as a specific approach of sociology. This has been made possible thanks to Joyce Sebag’s tireless efforts, first in France and then internationally thanks to the meeting with Genova University team and network who also made films. Our aim is to build a collective international movement of sociologists film makers. However, I am convinced that filmic sociology as an emerging sociological field must also take into consideration films which were made in the past in sociological research. Today, there are so many possibilities with digital techniques that it would be regrettable to reproduce sociological amnesia, go on discovering what has been largely known for years instead of amplifying filmic sociology possibilities.



Jours Tranquilles en Lorraine 
(Quiet Days in Lorraine)

• Why this film

Commentaires du présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This film was made by Jean Arlaud, a French social scientist and film-maker who died in 2013.I was his assistant since 1998 and became his editor in 2002. Our team was marked by complementarity. He started filming in 16mm film and I’ve been aware for 30 years of digital possibilities. Film and digital approaches were fertile. He was ill at ease at manipulating digital data but was enthusiastic in discovering the possibilities he didn’t dare dream of. We had the project of reissuing his films in a webdocumentary format using interactive tags in order to face the everlasting critic of social scientific films: either the narrative is deceiving or the content is too allusive to contribute to social sciences.Just before dying he asked me not to drop our projects. Quiet Days in Lorraine is the first film I’ll work on.



Jours Tranquilles en Lorraine 
(Quiet Days in Lorraine)

• Why this film
• Research context
• Specific research linked to the film
• Link between research and film: film sourcing 

Commentaires du présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This film is a part of a large sociological research on French rural social change organized by the Rural Sociology Group of the French Scientific Research National then directed by Henri Mendras. 10 villages were studied. In 1967, Center started a 12 years research on Grand-Failly Village. Grand-Failly was the tenth village to be studied. Jean Duplex and Hughes Lamarche directed the Grand-Failly research. Each year researchers from different backgrounds came to study local history, others representation, innovation spreading, youth ideology, rural exodus, women role, agronomic approach, economic dynamic.Most of the conclusions are archived as most researchers didn’t publish their work. Only two publications were issued: A book questioning struggles for local power according to complementary statuses: farmers, women and citizens. (Lamarche, Hugues, Susan Carol Rogers, and Claude Karnoouh. 1980. Paysans, Femmes et Citoyens : Luttes Pour Le Pouvoir Dans Un Village Lorrain. Ecrits et Travaux Du Groupe de Sociologie Rurale Du CNRS. Le Paradou: Actes Sud.A film questioning kinship and power during 1971 local elections (Arlaud, Jean. 1973. Jours Tranquilles En Lorraine. CNRS Images.)Fieldwork behind the film lasted nearly one year. It was made by Claude Karnoouh who recruited Jean Arlaud as film maker and fieldwork assistant.Jean Arlaud often told me this experience taught him how to make orderly fieldwork. Actually he spent hours in the only bar of the village: it was the meeting point and he noted who came to meet who, etc. Rather quickly, two groups emerged. People were linked by kinship rather than ideology or job. Main national political parties where chosen because it was necessary to have two distinct lists. 
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